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Today you will get two people to read and respond to your interview or survey questions. Everyone must answer the necessary questions, and then you will answer two or three questions that the author of the questions has for you.

Necessary Questions

○ What was the strongest question that was asked by the writer and why?

○ Number, in terms of which question should be first and last, the order of questions that you as an interviewee or survey taker would like to see. Explain, in a short paragraph, you reasoning for your order.

○ Are there any questions that are obviously biased or in need of rewording. If there are any, then point them out to the author and make a suggestion, of at least two sentences, that will help the writer rewrite.

○ What do you, as an outside reader, see as the most valuable information that the writer can get from his or her questions?
Writer Questions

- Writer question one:

- Writer question two:

- Writer question three: